Operae Omnia, Correspondence, and Humanistic Works:

**Thomas More’s Correspondence**

**Manuscripts: More's Letters**

*English*

A25. British Library, MS Caligula, B.i. fols. 320, 319, 323, 317. [Rogers 109, 117, 125, 126; Delcourt IV, VII, XVI, XVII. Autographs.]

A26. British Library, MS Caligula, B.vi. fol. 532. [Rogers 124; Delcourt XV. Autograph.]

A27. British Library, MS Caligula, B.vii. fol. 69. [Rogers 145; Delcourt XX. Autograph.]


A29. British Library, MS Galba, B.vi. fol.236. [Rogers 110; Delcourt V. Autograph.]


A31. British Library, MS Harleian, 6989. fol.16. [Rogers 118; Delcourt IX. Autograph. Facsimile in Rogers, facing p.282.]

A32. British Library, MS Titus, B.i. fols. 329r–332r, 276**. [Rogers 115, 122; Delcourt VI, XIII. Autographs. Facsimile of Rogers 115 in Trapp–Herbrüggen 120 and Back Cover.]


A35. British Library, MS Cotton Cleopatra, E.vi. fols. 176–177?. [Rogers 198; Delcourt XXII. Facsimile of folio 177 More's Prayer Book 1969: xxviii. Autograph copy sent. There is another Autograph draft of #198 in the P.R.O./National Archives, see next item.]


Ellis. **Available online:**  
https://books.google.com/books?id=mDAYAAAAAMAA&pg=PA47&hl=en#v=onepage&q&f=false

For other English Letters, see also Prison Letters: Manuscripts.

Latin

A38. Brussels MS Varia Societatis Iesu, no.20 [Rogers #113, SL #34, pp.152–54. To Conrad Goclenius. Is this an autograph throughout? For signature see Herbrüggen 1997: 120.]


A40. Louvain University Library, MS II.68, 97, 158; fols.88, 118, 182. [De Vocht Ep.156, 177, 242; Rogers 139, 142, 155; Miller 1994: 42–53. Facsimiles: Miller 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52. #177: Autograph except for address in John Harris's hand; #156?, #242, Autographs throughout.]

A41. Leipzig Library MS [Allen VIII.2228; Rogers 178; Marchadour/Galibois XLVIII. Autograph MS, destroyed during war. For signature see Herbrüggen 1997: 120.]

A42. Wrocław [formerly Breslau] Public Library, Poland, MS. Rehd. 254.112, 129. [Allen 1770, 2233 (Rogers 148, 179). #1770: More to Erasmus (18.12.1526). #2233: Margaret Roper to Erasmus (4.11.1529), Autograph throughout. For Facsimile of Allen #1770, see Studies]

For other More Latin autograph MSS, see De Tristitia: Manuscripts, and Final Instructions and Prayers: Manuscripts.

Other More Manuscripts

A43. British Library, Add. MS 19398, fol.41. [Rogers 182. To John Arundell (5.4.1530).]

A44. Louvain University Library, MS II.31, 74, fols.42–43, 94. [De Vocht Ep.115, 151; (Ep.115) Stapleton p.77; Rogers 135, 138; Miller 1994: 34–41. Facsimiles: Miller 34, 38, 40. #115: Copy in John Harris's hand with More's signature at end; #151: in a modern hand.]

A45. Leiden MS B.T. 885. [Rogers 180. In a secretary's hand with a postscript by More. To Conrad Goclenius (12.11.1529).]

See also Prison Letters: Manuscripts.